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simulate graduated colour photo f ilters
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Create an adjustable graduated colour lens and apply it to a
landscape photo without the cost and hassle of the real thing
hen first getting hooked on
photographyyou think it's the
coolest thing to toy with lenses.

fingertips, You lose the will to sleep and caffeine
becomes your best friend. You've hit the jackpot!
But here's the best thing about it. That digital

Then you're introduced to filters
and find you can play with colour

of those filters you once bought. ln addition,

effects that can change at a whim. But filters cost
money, and good ones aren't cheap. Plus, you
have to take them with you when you shoot, and

fiddle with them in the viewfinder.
Then Photoshop comes along and suddenly
you have a fully stocked darkroom at your
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AND ABOVE

darkroom gives you the ability to re-create most
you can custom create any colour gradient filter,

tailoring it to suit your image. Your photographic
tools have expanded and there's no limit. What's
more,you can applythefilterstothe image in any
way you see fit. All with a few clicks of the mousel
So let's get started and cut some filter glass.
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stopping
you from kicking the

transparencyout in
favourof an additional
colour. Oneof our
favourite combinations
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wonderfully stormy
skies. And blue is great
for midday sky or seas.
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has always been a
dark-bl ue/gold-yel low
gradient. The blue
accentuates the sky,
leaving thegolden
tones to work magic
on the landscape
below. To re-create
this f ilter, select blue
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Toolbox.The Options bar changes to reveal a
gradient preview along the left side. Make sure
the Linear Gradient is selected to the right of the
gradient preview. This is the default gradient type.

Start by selecting a skyblue colour.

,1.i". [-prt.-ll
I cancel

foryourforeground
colourand yellow
forthe background
colour. Then select
the Foreground to
Background gradient
from the Gradient
Editor dialog (the f irst
in the list), Applythe
gradient to your image
from top to bottom.
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Editor dialog
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Click

:he gradient preview
:o access the Gradient
lditor dia log. Make su re
:ne default gradient
rst is displayed.lf you
'rave added or deleted
any gradients in the

o

Sradient Editor, you can
'esetthem byclicking
cn the menu arrow at
:he top right corner of
:he dialog and selecting
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Foreg round to Transparent gradient from the

list.This is the second one in the default gradient
list.This gradient picks up the foreground colour
you previously selected and automatically adds
transparency into the mix.

Reset Gradients.

The real thing
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image more realistic.
Orange will enhance a
sunset. Mauve,violet
and pink enhance a
sunrise. Brown,yellow
and green create
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While any
colour can be used for
you r g rad ient, matching
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Name the gradient and save Enter
nameforyourgradient-forexample,

a

Blue Sky Gradient. Now clickthe New button to the
right of the Name field. Your gradient is added to the
end of the gradient list. Next, clickthe Save button to
save the entire gradient list. lt's always good practice
to save your presets in case disaster strikes.

button to close the
Gradient Editor. Since
graduated filters work
best on landscape
or seascape images,
try getting out and
shooting a few images
of distant vistas.Then
open one of these
photos in Photoshop.

offers averyf lexible
and interchangeable
system; agreat place
to start. Tiffen (www.
titfen.com) also
produces very good
f ilters at affordable
prices, though they
tend to bea bit less
f lexible. Singh-Ray
f ilters (www.singhray.com) are forthe
serious photographer
- some of the best
f

ilters on the market.
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At the

bottom of
the Gradient

Editor is avisual
representation of your
gradient. Theswatches
('stops') below affect
colours; those above
affect transparency.
Click above or below to
add stops. Click a stop
to select/edit it; drag it
from the barto remove
it. Hold Alt/Option and
drag a stop across the
bar to copy it. To delete
a gradient from the
Editor, hold AltiOption
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adiustment layer
Clickthe Create New
Fill or Adjustment Layer
icon atthe bottom of
the Layers palette and
select Gradient. Be
careful not to confuse
this adjustment layer
with the Gradient
Map adjustment layer.
Change the angle to -90
and click OK

and hoveroveritinthe
list. Click the gradient.
Beware!There's no
undo forthis action.
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blending mode of the Gradient adjustment layerto
Overlay. This blends the filter with the underlying
image, and also slightly underexposes the image in
the non-transparent filter areas - the sky in this case,
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Fine-tune
your cotour

adjustments
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lf you have
a hunger for

gradients...
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looking for
more places

toobtain gradients,
you'llf ind a series
of PSGrad Filter
gradientson the
CD, which you can
tryouton yourown
images. Anothergreat
resource istheAdobe
Studio Exchange
(http://share.

By first
grouping the Hue/
Saturation adjustment
layer, you can fine-tune
the colour and watch
the changes affect the
Gradient adjustment

:,T.?1?:H:["il#iis'lment

layer in isolation.

Adjustment Layer icon at the bottom of the Layers
palette again, and select Hue/Saturation. Click

Double-clickthe Hue/
Saturation adjustment

without rnaking any adj ustments. Hover you r
mouse between the Hue/Saturation and Gradient
adj ustment layers a nd Alt/Option-cl ick when the
mouse cursor changes tc the Group symbol. This
groups the Hue/Saturation layer with the Gradient

layer thumbnail to
open the dialog, and
edit the Hue, Saturation
and Lightness sliders to

OK

taste. Be careful notto
overdo the effect.

adj ustment layer below.
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studio.adobe.com/
axBrowseProduct.
asP?P=2) whereYou
can f ind an abundance
of presetstowhetyour

appetite. Last but not
least, you can visit
this author's site at

www.chainstyle.com
where you'll f ind some

additionalgradients
and othergoodies.
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Correct for exposure lf you moved
the Lightness slider to the leit, the image
becomes darker. To compensate, select the
Hue/Saturation Layer Maskthumbnail. Press the D
and X keys sequentially. This resets and switches the
foreground/background colours. Hold the Shift key
down, and with the Gradient tool still selected, click
and drag from the bottom to the top of the image.
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Localise your gradient filter

Select
the Magic Wand tool (W)and setTolerance
to 30, with both the Anti-Alias and Contiguous
options checked. Select the image layer and click in
an area of the sky. Then, holding your Shift key down
to add to the selection, click a few more times until
the entire sky is selected.
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Mask everything except the sky

lnvertthe selection (Ctrl/Apple+ Shift+l).
Now clickthe Layer Maskthumbnailon the Gradient
adjustment layer, and with black still selected as
yourforeground colour,fillthe selection with it (Alt/
Option+Backspace). Now the g rad ient a dj u stment
only affects the sky. Try doing that with a traditional
graduated filter!
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Soften
the edses

of the mask

Press

Ctrl/Apple+D to
deselect the landscape.
With the Layer Mask
thumbnail on the
Gradient adjustment
layer still selected, go
to Filter>Bl u r>Gaussian
Blur. Depending on
the resolution of your
image, enter a small

number between .5
and 5 for the Radius. We
chose 1.5.ClickOKto
apply your changes.
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Change the time of day The beauty

of this technique is that you can change
the mood of your scene by entering the Hue/

Saturation adjustment Iayer at any point in time,
and adjusting the Color palette. Here, the blue sky
enhancement is turned into an afternoon sunset.
All these adlustments are non-destructive to the
original image.
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adj ustments, Sh ift-cl ick the Mask th

u

o

m bna i ls. Th is

toggles them off. Here, both masks are turned off.
As a final step, the image layer is duplicated and the
sky deleted. Finally, the blend mode is changed to
Linear Burn at 250/oopacity.This adds to the realism

ofthe sunset.

Photoshop vs trad itional f ilters
Photoshop is very handy when you want to create a f ilter effect, but how does it compare to the real thing?
Graduated colourfilters are mainly used to enhance
sunsets and landscape images, or for artistic efiects. These
filters are composed of a single sheet of glass, plastic or gel
that's half colour, gradually shifting to cleartransparency.
The result in front of a camera is an image with a gradual
shift between a colour overlay and the underlying image.
The fact that the shift is gradual provides a more natural
look to the image. You can buy these filters with varying
degrees of transition depending on your needs, but most
graduated filters have very soft and smooth transitions.

Withouta filter

Graduated colour filters also affect the exposure of your
image. Where the coloured part of the filter covers a scene,
underexposure occurs (usually anywhere from half a stop
to three stops). Where the area of the scene is covered by
transparency, overexposure can occur. The amount of
exposure difference between the two areas is dependent
upon the light in the scene, the waythe filter is used and
the colour density of the filter.
Photog ra phers a lso use specia l fi lters ca led'Neutra
Density Graduated filtersiwhich are comprised of various
l

l

With Cokin Gradual B1 H??rfilter
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densities of grey - not colour. This type of filter can correct
an exposure difference in a scene.Thinkof a landscape
image which is shot on a bright sunny day. The sky is
blown out but the area belcw the horizon is a perfect
exposure.The filtertricks the camera into underexposing
the sky, while maintaining the integrity of the land below
the horizon. The end result is a correctly exposed image,
There are ways of handling Neutral Densityfilters in
Photoshop, however, but that subject is beyond the scope
of this tutorial.

Filter created in Photoshop
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